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l Introduction, The present paper extends some basic theorems
of the theory of several complex variables to Banach spaces. Results
which are new even for finite dimension are also obtained. Considerable
use is made of methods developed in " Complex Convexity " (Bremermann
[8]), however, many modifications are necessary to adapt them to infinite
dimension.

A complex valued functional is Gateaux kolomorphίc (or in short G-
holomorphic) in a domain D of a complex Banach space Bc if it is single
valued and its restriction to an arbitrary analytic plane {z\z=zo~hλa}
(zoeD, aeBc, λ a complex parameter) is a holomorphic function of λ in
the intersection of the plane with D. The space of n complex variables
Cn can be considered as a Banach space, and for Cn the above definition
is equivalent to the usual definition of a holomorphic function of several
complex variables. In an infinite dimensional Banach space the Gateaux
holomorphic functions are not necessarily locally bounded, while in a
finite dimensional space the local boundedness is a consequence of holo-
morphy. Therefore another notion of holomorphy, also coinciding with
the notion of holomorpby in finite dimensional spaces, is possible : A
function is Frechet holomorphic in a domain D if it is Gateaux holo-
morphic and locally bounded (compare Hille [11] and Soeder [17]). The
theories of both types of holomorphic functions have been studied, the
latter more than the former. Both theories are considerably less de-
veloped than the theory of finitely many variables. This may be partly
due to the fact that the infinite dimensional spaces are not locally com-
pact, in fact, if a space is locally compact, then it is finite dimensional
(see Hille [11]).

In the present paper the theory of Gateaux holomorphic f unctionals
is studied exclusively. As a tool are used plurisubharmonic functionals
(as defined by Oka [14] and [15], Lelong [12] and Thorin [19]) and a
functional dψ\z) which is the distance of the point z from the boundary
of the domain D measured in the norm N. A notion of holomorphic
continuation is defined and a " basic lemma " on the simultaneous continu-
ation of G-holomorphic functional is proved (3.1).1 A consequence of
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1 The lemma in its present form is new also for finite dimension and permits to con-
struct the envelope of an arbitrary domain in the O explicitely. This will be carried
out in a further paper.
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this lemma is the fact that there exist domains, as in finite dimension,
such that all G-holomorphic functions can be continued G-holomorphically
into a larger domain. Those domains for which a G-holomorphic func-
tion exists that is not continuable, are called domains of holomorphy.
From the continuation lemma follows that the domains of holomorphy
have the property that the functional — logdffXz) is plurisubharmonic in
Z), and a theorem is proved which for finite dimension is known as
"Kontinuitatssatz." The property of the functional — log d(/\z) to be
plurisubharmonic is invariant with respect to all norms N that generate
equivalent topologies. The domains for which — log dc/\z) is plurisubhar-
monic are called pseudo-convex, and some of their properties are studied.
A domain D in a complex Banach space Bc is pseudo-convex if and only
if its intersection with every (complex) two-dimensional linear submani-
fold of B is pseudo-convex.

The notion of pseudo-convexity bears some formal relationship to
the ordinary convexity in real spaces, this is established by showing :
A domain D in a real Banach Br is convex if and only if — logd(/\x)
is a convex functional in D. Finally tube domains are studied, that is
domains of the form {z\xedx, y arbitrary}, where x is the real part and
y the imaginary part of z, and dx a domain in the real Banach space of
the real parts. It is shown that for this particular class of domains the
two notions coincide : A tube domain is pseudo-convex if and only if it
is convex.

For simplicity's sake the present considerations are limited to com-
plex valued f unctionals but can be extended without difficulty to vector
valued functions. Also generalizations to spaces more general than
Banach spaces (for instance locally convex spaces) are possible.

2 Holomorphic, plurisubharmonic and distance functionals•

2.1. We will consider in this paper Banach spaces where the field
of scalars is either the field of real numbers or the field of complex
numbers. Accordingly we speak of real and complex Banach spaces and
write Br and Bc respectively. By z we will denote exclusively elements
of complex JS-spaces and by x elements of real ^-spaces.

2.2. The norm that is defined in a Banach space B provides it in
a natural way with a topology (strong topology). As neighborhoods of
a point aeB we define the pointsets {6| ||δ — α | |<ε} . A region is an
open set a domain is an open and connected set.

2.3. DEFINITION. Let λ be a complex parameter. A complex valued
functional f(z)f defined in a domain D of a complex Banach space Bc is
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Gateaux holomorphic in D (or in short G-holomorphic) if f(z) is single-
valued in D and if f(zo-{-λa) is holomorphic in λ at the point λ=0 for
all z0 6 D and ae B. In other words f(z) is required to be a holomorphic
function of the one complex variable λ on the intersection of any two-
dimensional analytic plane {z\z=zo + λa} with the domain D. Obviously
a function is G-holomorphic in D if and only if it is single-valued and
Cr-holomorphic in a neighborhood of each point of D (locally holomorphic).
This definition is equivalent to the requirement that the Gateaux dif-
ferential exists everywhere in D and that f(z) is single-valued in D.
We do not require that f(z) be locally bounded or similar conditions.
(Compare Hille [11], p. 71 and p. 81).

2.4. DEFINITION. A real-valued functional V(z) defined in a domain
D of a complex Banach space Bc is quasi-plurisubharmonic in D if
V(zo + λa) is quasi-subharmonic in λ at the point λ=0 for all zQeD and
aeBc. V(z) is plurisubharmonic if V(z) is quasi-plurisubharmonic and
upper-semicontinuous in D. (Cf. Thorin [19], p. 16) V(z) is upper-
semicontinuous at the point z0 if for every ε > 0 there exists a δ, such
that V(z) — V(zQ)<Cε for ||s —sblK^- (For the definition of quasi-pluri-
subharmonic see T. Radό [16]. Cf. also P. Lelong [12]). What we call
quasi-plurisubharmonic functions Lelong denotes as functions of class M.
The plurisubharmonic functions have also been introduced by K. Oka
[14] and [15] under the name pseudo-convex functions. Oka admits the
constant, — oo, Lelong excludes it. For our applications it is more con-
venient to admit --oo as a plurisubharmonic functional.)

2.5. We now have to define the notion of holomorphic continuation.
In one and several variables this is being done by means of power series
developments. However, power series are somewhat inconvenient here.
Therefore we will define as holomorphic continuation a function that is
holomorphic in a larger domain and coincides with the given function in
the given domain. However, already in one variable the "larger do-
mains" may be no longer schlicht but concrete complex manifolds with
no branch points as interior points. We have to take care of this situ-
ation and therefore define the following.

2.6. D is a domain over the space Bc if D is a topological space
carrying a mapping φD which maps D into Bc, such that φD is locally a
homeomorphism.

We call ψD the projection mapping of D and φD{E), where E is a
set in Z>, the projection of E.

Domains over a space Bc are special complex analytic manifolds of
infinite dimension. (For general complex analytic manifolds of infinite
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dimension, cf. J. Eells [10].)

2.7. D is a continuation of a domain Do over Bc if there exists a

subset Do of Z> and a homeomorphism h of j50 onto Do such that φDJι{P) =

φD{P) for every P in Z)o.

We can then identify DQ and DQ. In particular if DQ is a domain

in Bc—we will also say schlicht domain—then D is a continuation of DQ

if there exists a subset DodD such that ψD(DQ) is a homeomorphism

onto D o .

2.8. A functional / is G-holomorphic in a domain D over a complex
Banach space Bc if / is G-holomorphic in a neighborhood of each point
in D. And it is G-holomorphic in a neighborhood C7* if it is G-holomorphic
in the homeomorphic image φDUt which is an open set in Bc where the
notion of G-holomorphy is defined (2.3).

2.9. Let f(z) be a G-holomorphic functional in a domain D(ZB.
Then g(z) is a G-holomorphic continuation of f(z) if g{z) is G-holomorphic
in a continuation Dτ of D and coincides with f(z) in Zλ

2.10. Uniqueness of the G-holomorphic continuation. Let D be a
domain over Bc. Let D* be a subdomain. Let /(z) and g(z) be G-
holomorphic functional in D, let f(z)=g(z) in JD*, then we have f(z) =
g(z) throughout D.

Proof. Let S be the set of points such that f(z) and g{z) coincide.
Then we have D*CZSC_D. Let S* be the largest open set contained
in S. Suppose S*φD. Then there exists a boundary point zQ of £ * which
is an interior point of D. Let U be the homeomorphic image of a neigh-
borhood of zQ in the Bc. In particular we can choose U as a sphere.
In this sphere we have a point zι such that in a neighborhood of zι we
have f(z)=g(z) and a point z2 such that f(z2)^g(zz). Then we connect
#! and z2 by an analytic plane which cuts U in a circle. Restricting
/(#) and (7(2) to the analytic plane we obtain a contradiction to the
identity theorem of holomorphic functions in one variable.

2.11. A domain H for which a functional f(z) exists that is G-
holomorphic in H and does not possess a G-holomorphic continuation into
a proper continuation of H we call a domain of holomorphy.

2.12. 7%e distance function. Let fl be a domain in .B, then we
associate with every point of D the value
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d<P(z)=svprB{zr\ \\*-z\\<r} CD ,

in other words dψ\z) is the distance of the point z from the boundary
of D measured in the norm N.

If D is different from the whole space 5, then D has at least one
finite boundary point, and then obviously dψ\z) is finite in Zλ If D is
the whole space Bc, then dc/) = oo.

2.13. If D is different from the whole space, then dc/\z) is continu-
ous with respect to the topology generated by the norm N.

The poof is the same as in the finite case which is carried out in
Bremermann [8].

2.14. DEFINITION. Besides the distance function dψ\z) we will
consider the distance function

in other words d^l{z) is the radius of the largest circle with center at
z on the analytic plane {tfW^z + λa} that is contained in D, that is the
distance of z from the boundary of {z'\z'=z + λa} Γ\D,

From the definitions it follows immediately the relation

a

where a varies through all elements of B with norm 1.

2.15. The function dffi(z) is lower semicontinuous with respect to
the topology generated by the norm N.

If D is the whole space, then dc

a

N£(z) will be ΞΞOO. However, even
if D is not the whole space, dc

af£(z) can be infinite for certain directions,
though not for all directions.

(1) Let ^^3(^1)=^ be finite. Then for every ε > 0 the point set

is compact in D. Hence there exists for every ε > 0 a δ such that for
the point set

is contained in D. Hence for \\zx — z.z\\<^d we have

- ε , or

Hence d(

a^2(z) is lower semicontinuous at zλ with respect to the norm N.
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(2) Let diNi{z) = oo% Then for arbitrary large M the point set

is compact in D. Hence there exists a δ such that for IK —22||<(5 the
point set

{z\z=*z.z+λa, U|<lΛf}

is contained in D. Hence

for \\z1-z2\\<δ.

That means that also in this case d!£l{z) is lower semicontinuous at the

point zι with respect to the norm N.

2.16. By a similar argument it follows that dc

a

N£(z) is for fixed z
lower semicontinuous with respect to variable direction α.

3. Simultaneous holotnorphic continuation*

3.1. FUNDAMENTAL LEMMA. Let D be a domain in a complex Ba-
nach space. Let S be a simply connected domain on an analytic plane
{z\z=zQ + λb}. Let T be the boundary of S and let S\JTCZD. Let X(Λ)
be a function holomorphίc in the image of S in the λ-parameter plane—
in the following we will simply say holomorphic in S—and let X(A)^0
in S\J T and \X(λ)\ continuous in S\J T.

Let

|X(Λ)|«z0-M6)^m>0 for λeT .

Then any functional that is G-holomorphic in D can be continued

G-holomorphically into all points

C={z\z=zQ + λb±τa, λeS[JT, \T\<m\X(λ)\-1} ,

(T a complex parameter).
The idea of the proof is the following. We consider the subspace

{z\z=zo + λb + τa} and an arbitrary functional f(z). The restriction of /
to the intersection of D with this subspace is a holomorphic function in
λ and τ. For fixed λ we can develop f(zQ + λb -f τa) into an ordinary
power series of powers of τ. From the maximum principle we derive
that this series converges in the pointset C. Thus we have continued
/ into C. However it has to be checked that the continuation is not
only a continuation of / as a holomorphic function of the one variable
τ but as a G-holomorphic function in Bc.

This is not trivial. Functions of two complex variables are known
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which can be continued as functions of one variable beyond the domain
where they are holomorphic in both variables. (Cf. Behnke-Thullen [3].)

In order to show that f{z) is holomorphic in an arbitrary point P
of C it is sufficient to show that f(z) can be defined in a neighborhood
of P such that the restriction of f(z) to an arbitrary analytic plane
{z\z=P+σc} through P is holomorphic. We do this by including in the
proof an arbitrary direction c from the beginning.

Proof. Let f(z) be an arbitrary functional G-holomorphic in D. We
consider the subspace {z\z=zQ+λb-hτa-hσc} where a is a complex para-
meter and c an arbitrary direction with ||c|| = l. The restriction of f(z)
to the subspace is a holomorphic function of the three complex variables
λ, τ, a (no matter if α, b, c are linearly independent or not.).

For λeT we have by assumption that \X(λ)\dc

a^(zύ-h Λδ)I>m, and
because X(λ) Φ 0 on T we have

f o r λeT.

Obviously there exists for every e > 0 a sufficiently small δ > 0 such
that the set

C*={z\z=zQ + λb + τa + σc, \τ\^(m-ε)\X(λ)\-\ λeT, \σ\^δ}

is contained in D for arbitrary c with ||c|| = l. The set C* is compact
in the subspace {z\z=z{)+λb-hτa + σc}, therefore the restriction of / to
it is bounded (according to a well known theorem of n complex variables
which was first proved by F. Hartogs (compare Caratheodory [9])). Let
the bound be M. (M depends upon c, of course.)

We now develop the restriction of / in a power series in τ and σ.

fto + tb+ra + oc)- Σ ~-h

For λeT, \σ\<Lδ and Mίί(^~ ε ) l^( 'OI~ 1 the point zQ + λb-hza-{-σc belongs
to C* where / is holomorphic and its modulus smaller than M. Hence
we obtain by Cauchy's formula for λeT the inequality

τa±σc)
μ\v\

By multiplying with \X(Λ)\-μ we obtain for λeT:

L ^ M

The left hand side is for er=r=0 the modulus of a holomorphic function
of λ and takes its maximum with respect to S \J T on T. Therefore the
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inequality is valid not only for λeT but for λe S\J T. H e n c e t h e s e r i e s
converges uniformly in every compact subset of the set

, λeS\JT, \τ\<(m-e)\X(λ)\-\ \σ\<d] .

The limit function of the series is a continuation of
into the set C**.

Letting c vary though all directions, that is, through all elements
of Bc such that l|c|l=l and letting ε tend to zero we define f(z) in a
full neighborhood (in the Bc) of each point of the set

C={z\z=zo + λb + τc, λeS\JT, MOTOI- 1 } .

We have to make sure that this definition of f(z) is consistent, that
at the same point not two different values are defined !

If α, 6, cx and c2 are linearly independent, then

ZI—ZQ + λ£> 4- Tjβ -f σfix φ Z2=

for all triples

(Λi, τlf aτ) φ (λ2, ra, σ2) .

Therefore no contradictory values can be defined.
Suppose now that α, δ, cλ and c2 are linearly dependent: c^α^α-f

Then λ^^^λ^Λ-σ^a^, τι=τ2Λ σ2a1J and σ1=oc3σ2 imply z1=z2. Let

^fiiλ, τ, a) and f(Zo + tt> + rα-hαC2)=/2(/ί, r, σ) .

Then in a neighborhood of (0, 0, 0) we have

l9 (XBσ) = / 2 ( ^ , r, ^) .

This functional equation persists wherever both functions are holomorphic
(in λ, T, σ). Hence no contradictory values of f(z) are defined at the
same point.

Finally we observe that / is by construction G-holomorphic in a
neighborhood (of the Bc) of each point of C. We observe further that
C is simply connected. Hence / is single-valued in C Hence the
lemma is proved.

3.2. Let the conditions of 3.1 be satisfied except that we replace
dc

a%z) by dψ\z). Let

\X(λ)\d(

D

N\z)^m>0 for λeT.

Then any functional that is G-holomorphic in D can be continued
G-holomorphically into all points
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This follows immediately from the Fundamental Lemma 3.1. For if
\X(λ)\dT{z)>.m for λ e T, then in particular |XWk^(z)^m for λe T
for every α. Hence by Lemma 3.1 f(z) is G-holomorphically continued
into all sets

{zlz-zo + λb + τa, λeSVJT, kKμφ) !- 1 } ,

and the union of all these sets is C. We observe further that C is
simply connected and therefore the continuation single valued.

3.3. How is the continuation of a functional /, G-holomorphic in

D, into a set C as described in 3.2 compatible with values already de-

fined in D?

If the intersection of D and C is connected, then / is single-valued.
Now let D Γ\C not be connected. Then there is one component Co of
D Γ\C containing S\J T. f is a continuation from Co which can furnish
function elements different from the ones already defined in the other
components.

We therefore proceed as one does in one and finitely many variables.

We pass to "domains over the space." We consider C as the projection

of a set C* under a mapping φ, being a homeomorphism of C* onto

C. We identify Co and Ct^ψ~ιCQy while we consider the other com-

ponents of D Γ\ C and their images in C* as different points.
In a further paper we will study the iteration of this process and

we will show that in the limit we obtain the simultaneous continuation
of all functionals that are holomorphic in D into "the pseudo-convex
envelope" of D.

3.4. If D is a domain of holomorphy, then the sets C and C belong
to D. Therefore in this case no question of single-valuedness arises and
we can admit S to be an arbitrary domain, not necessarily simply con-
nected.

3.5. COROLLARY. Let D be a (schUcht) domain of holomorphy. Let
S be an arbitrary domain on an analytic surface {z\z=zQ-\-λb}, T the
boundary. Then

inf \()\ffl)
T SVT

and
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inf \X(λ)\dιjP(z) = int \K{λ)\d',P{z) .
T SUT

Let

m=inf \X

Now if fl is a domain of holomorphy, then the set C defined in 3.1
belongs to D. Hence

for i e S \J T. Hence

for λeS'\JT from which the first equality follows immediately. The
second equality follows analogously from Lemma 3.2.

3.6. THEOREM. Let D be a holomorpky, then the functionate
— log dc

a*j)(z) and — log drf\z) are plurisubharmonic in D.

Proof. Suppose — logdff^z) would not be plurisubharmonic in D.
Now —logd^f^z) is continuous. Thus there would exist an analytic
plane {z\z=zQ + λb} on which it would not be subharmonic. That means
there would exist a (small) circle and a harmonic function h being a
majorant on the boundary of the circle but not inside.

We choose the representation of the analytic plane such that z0 is
the center of the circle. h(λ) is harmonic in the open circle \λ\<^p and
continuous in \λ\<Lp and for \λ\=p we have

On the other hand there exists a /[0 with \λd\<^p such that

-logdr/)(2b + ;L&)>ΛU) .

Let h*(λ) be a conjugate harmonic function of h(λ), then

| | f e )) ^ 1 f o r μ ^

and

\ehc\?+wV \dc6v\zo + λQb) < 1 for λQ .

This is a contradiction to 3.5 with T={\λ\=p}, S={\λ\<p} and X{λ)==

Hence -logdψ\z) is plurisubharmonic. The proof for —
is analogous. The only difference is that -log d(

a

Nl(z) is upper-semi-
continuous instead of continuous.
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4. The Kontinuitatssatz. We will derive now a theorem which in
the theory of finitely many variables is known as " Kontinuitatssatz."
The term " Kontinuitatssatz " was introduced by Behnke-Thullen [3] we
will use this term because translating it as "theorem of continuity"
might be misleading.

4.1. Let D be a domain of holomorphy. Let {Sy} be a family of
bounded domains on one dimensional analytic planes and {Γv} their
boundaries. Let S0=\imSv and T0=\imTv. Then Sv, TvdD for every
v and T0(ZD imply S0(ZD.

Proof Applying 3.5 with I(i) = l we obtain

inf

Now dffHz) is a continuous functional in D. Then also inf d*g

and inf d^\z) are continuous. Therefore the above equality holds also

in the limit.
Hence

Now, because TQ is compact and in D, we have

inf

and therefore inf dc^\z) > 0, which means

4.2. The Kontinuitatssatz can be expressed also in the following
way :

Let {Sy} be a family of bounded domains on one dimensional analytic
planes. Let SQ=limSv and TQ=limTv. Let f(z) be a functional holo-
morphic on To. // then f(z) is singular at least at one point of SQ, then
there exists a vQ such that for v^>vQ the domain Sv contains at least one
singularty of f(z).

5 Pseudo-convex domains. For finite dimensional domains the
property of the functional — log dψ^(z) to be plurisubharmonic is invariant
with respect to the norm (Bremermann [8]). In this section we will
extend this result to the infinite dimensional case. As in finite dimension
we denote the domains for which the functionals —log dψ\z) are pluri-
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subharmonic as pseudo-convex.
Thus the domains of holomorphy are pseudo-convex. For finite dimen-

sion the converse is true : The pseudo-convex domains are domains of
holomorphy. This is very deep result due to K. Oka. (K. Oka [14] and
[15]). Compare also F. Norgent [13] and H. J. Bremermann [7].) Most
of the techniques applied to obtain this result cannot be generalized to
infinite dimension (for instance the Weil-Bergmann integral formula
[Weil [20], Bergmann [4], [5]] etc.). Nevertheless the pseudo-convexity
may be characteristic for domains of holomorphy in the infinite dimen-
sional case also.

5.1. Let D be a domain suck that for a certain norm N the func-
tional — logd(

a

Nl(z) is plurisubharmonic in D for every a.
Then the intersection D* with any finite dimensional linear submani-

fold L of B is a pseudo-convex region.

Proof. Let the linear submanifold L be L = {zl2=£0-fτ1&1-! hτnbn}.
Let B*={z\z=τιb1-\ \-τnbn}. The restriction of the norm N to the
subspace B* is a norm iV* in B*. For every α e f i * the restriction of
diNi{z) to D*=LΓ\D is equal to dc

a

NUz) by definition.
The restriction of any plurisubharmonic functional in D to Z)* is a

plurisubharmonic function in D*, as one sees immediately from the defi-
nition of the plurisubharmonic functions.

Hence — logdc

a

N^(z) is a plurisubharmonic function for every aeB*.
Hence (the finite dimensional) D* is pseudo-convex according to a result
by Bremermann [8],

REMARK. The intersection D f\ L is not necessarily connected, but

just an open set, that is, a region.

5.2. Let D be a domain such that the intersection Z)* of D with
any two dimensional linear submanifold L of B is pseudo-convex, then
— logdc££(z) is plurisubharmonic in D for every a and for any norm N,
which generates a topology which is equivalent to the topology with respect
to which D is defined.

Proof. For finite dimensional Banach spaces it has been proved in
Bremermann [8] that if D* is a pseudo-convex region then — logcZ^is
plurisubharmonic in D* for any norm N*. Now if N is an arbitrary
norm, then its restriction iV* to a finite dimensional subspace B* is a
norm in β*. Hence —log dc

a*Sί(z) is plurisubharmonic in D* for aeB*
for every two dimensional subspace Z?*, hence the restriction of

(z) to any D* is plurisubharmonic, hence —logd(

a

N£(z) is pluri-
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subharmonic in D.

5.1 and 5.2 combined yield :

5.3. COROLLARY. The property of the functionals — logdc

a

N£(z) to be
plurisubharmonic for a domain D is invariant with respect to all norms
that generate equivalent topologies,

5.4. DEFINITION. The domains which have the property that the
functionals — log dc

a

N£(z) a r e plurisubharmonic for all a we call pseudo-
convex.

5.5. COROLLARY. The domains of holomorphy are pseudo-convex.

5.6. With this definition we can express 5.1 and 5.2 also in the
following way.

A domain D is pseudo-convex if and only if the intersection D with
any finite dimensional linear submanifold is a pseudo-convex region.

The same is true if we replace "finite dimensional" by " two dimen-
sional."

5.7. We now replace the functionals — logd^l(z) by —log dψ\z) and
show : D is pseudo-convex if and if — logdc/\z) is plurisubharmonic for
arbitrary norms N with equivalent topology.

Let D* be as in 5.1. If — logd^\z) is plurisubharmonic, then its
restriction to D* is plurisubharmonic. In general, however, we cannot
say that this restriction is equal to — logdc^*\z).

Let the finite dimensional submanifold be

Then we take the upper envelope of

(z), log hi, .-. log|r n | } .

This is a plurisubharmonic function that becomes infinite everwhere at
the boundary of D*. Hence the finite dimensional region D* is pseudo-
convex according to Bremermann [8]. Hence D is pseudo-convex ac-
cording to 5.6.

On the other hand if D is pseudo-convex, then

is plurisubharmonic for every a by definition. Now we have
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- l o g <&*>(«)= sup {-
a

In particular this relation holds also on every analytic plane. On analytic
planes — \ogd(

jP(z) is thus the upper envelope of subharmonic functions,
and thus according to Radό [16], subharmonic. Hence — logd(/\z) is
plurisubharmonic in D.

5.8. A domain D is pseudo-convex if there exists a plurisubharmonic
functional V(z) such that the closure of

{z\V(z)<M, zeD}

is contained in D for arbitrary large M. If D is bounded, then the con-
verse is true.

Proof. If there exists such a V{z), then we restrict V(z) to finite
dimensional subspaces and obtain by the analog theorem from the finite
dimensional case (Bremermann [8] that all D* are pseudo-convex, hence
D is pseudo-convex.

On the other hand, if D is pseudo-convex, then — log^O) is pluri-
subharmonic and will tend to infinity at any finite boundary point of D.

5.9. Let D be a pseudo-convex domain. Then the Kontinuitdtssatz
holds for D. (Compare 4.1).

Proof. If D is pseudo-convex, then — logeZ^Xz) is plurisubharmonic
(5.7). Then the restriction of —\ogdψ\z) to a one dimensional analytic
plane is subharmonic. For subharmonic functions the maximum principle
holds (Radό [16]). Hence we have

inf dψ\z)=mίdT{z) for every v.

The rest of the proof follows as in 4.1.

5.10. Most theorems which hold for plurisubharmonic functions
and pseudo-convex domains in the finite dimensional case also hold in
the infinite dimensional case. (For instance: The intersection of two
pseudo-convex domains is a pseudo-convex region.) We have listed here
only some of the very basic facts. The reader will find it not difficult
to extend most of the theorems listed in Complex convexity (Bremermann
[8]) to the infinite dimensional case.

In [8] we have stressed the formal relationship between complex
convexity (by which notion we denote the plurisubharmonic functions and
the pseudo-convex domains jointly) to ordinary convexity.

In the following section we will show that the same relationship
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persists in the infinite dimensional case.

6. Elementary convexity and its relation to complex convexity.

6Λ, A real valued function U(t) of one real variable t is called
convex in an interval D of the real ί-axis if and only if the following
condition holds for every closed subinterval U CZD :

If l{t) is a linear function such that l(t) i> U(t) on the boundary of
D', then l(t)^tU(t) holds also for

6.2. A real valued functional U(x) defined in a domain D of a real
Banach space Br is called convex if and only if its restriction to an
arbitrary straight line {x\x=xo + ta} is a convex function of t in {x\x=

f\D.

REMARK. Formally these definitions are similar to the definitions of
subharmonic and plurisubharmonic functional (compare Bremermann [8]).

6.3. A domain D in a real Banach space Br is convex if with any
two points xx and x2 the connecting straight line segment {x\x=x1-i-
ίfe —a?i), O<I£<11} is contained in D.

REMARK. This definition bears no formal relationship to the definition
of the pseudo-convex domains. We will establish this relationship—as
in the finite dimensional case (compare Bremermann [8])—by proving
that a domain D is convex if and only if — logdζ>°(α?) is a convex func-
tional in D. The proof which we have given in [8] for finite dimension
does not apply for infinite dimension, therefore a different one is given
in the following. (Convexity in several complex variables has also been
studied from a different point of view by Behnke-Stein [2].)

6.4. Let D be a convex domain. Let S be an interval on a straight
line {x\x=xo+-tb), T the boundary of S. Let l(t) be a linear function of
t. Then we have for every aeB, | |α|| = l

inf dT&Xa + tb)eιω = inf d^(xQ + tb)e•Kt)

SUΓ

Proof. In the following we consider the subspace generated by the
vectors a and b. Let the parameter values belonging to the two points
of T be tx and t2 (t± < Q .

We observe that all the points

x=x, + tib + dd%l(xo 4- tjb) a
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and

x=xQ -f t2b -f &dffi(xQ 4- tφ) a

belong to D for — 1 < # < 1 by definition of dc

a

N£(x). Now D is convex
by assumption. Hence all the points on the connecting straight line
segment connecting any two of these points belong to D. Now let
inf d(xQ 4- ίb)eιω=m > 0. Then

i I> m and

Hence all the points on the straight line segment passing through

xλ(ΰ )=xQ 4- tj) +• &me~~κtJa and

belong to Z) for -
Now the function me~ιω is a convex function of £ for any linear

function l(t). Hence the curve

x(tu #)=xQ+tb + #me-KΌa , tλ<Lt<Lt%

will lie for — 1 <C ΰ <C 1 within the parallelogram through the four points
a^(-l). Hence

e-ϊ(t) for t ^

And therefore

and

inf
SΌT

6.5. Le^ D be a domain such that for an arbitrary linear function
l(t) and line segments s with boundary T we have

inf dc

a

N£(x)em= inf
T ' S\JT

Then —logdc

a

N£(x) is a convex function in D.

Proof. Suppose — logdc

a

N£(x) would not be convex. Then there
would exist a straight line {x\x=xQ + tb} and a segment S with boundary
T and a linear function l(t), such that

on T, but there would exist a toeS such that

< - log d^(x0+tjb).
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This is equivalent to

on T, and

Thus the minimum principle would be violated in contradiction to the
assumption, hence the functional — logd(

a

N^(x) is convex in D.

6.6. Summing up 6.4 and 6.5 : If D is a convex domain, then for
an arbitrary norm N {generating an equivalent topology) and for every
aeBr with | |α| | = l the functional — logdff£(x) is convex in D.

6.7. If D is convex, then —log d(^\x) is convex in D for an arbitrary
norm N (with equivalent topology).

This is an immediate consequence of 6.6 because —logd(^\x) is the
upper envelope of the family { — logdc

a^(x)} and the upper envelope of
a locally upper bounded family of convex functional is convex.

6.8. We now proceed to prove the converse of 6.7, and for this
purpose we show first':

Let D be a domain such that for one particular norm the functional
— \ogdψ\x) is convex. Then the following "Kontinuitatssatz" holds for
D:

Let {Sv} be a family of straight line segment, Tv their boundaries
and S 0 =limS v , 2 7

0 =limΓ v . Then {Sv}, Tv}, T0C.D implies SQCD.
v->v0 v->v0

The proof is analogous to the proof of 5.9 and 4.1.

6.9. If for a domain D the Kontinuitatssatz 6.8 holds, then D is
convex.

We have to show : Let xL, xz be two arbitrary points in D. Then
we can connect them by a straight line segment.

Since D is a domain, we can connect x1 and x2 by a continuous arc x(t).
Let #(())-=#! and x(l)=xim We connect x1 with x(t) by the straight line
segment. For small t the point x(t) is in a neighborhood of x1 and
therefore the connecting line segment in D. Now, there cannot be a
first line segment {xlf xfa)} such that for 0<Lt<^tλ the line segments
are in D, however {xl9 x(t-)} is not, because this would violate the
Kontinuitatssatz. Hence the line segment connecting x1 and x2 is in D,
hence D is convex.

6.10. Summing up the results of this section :
A domain D is convex if (hnd only if
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(a) — log d(^\x) is convex in D. This property is invariant with
respect to all topologically equivalent norms.

(b) — log dc

a

N£(x) is convex in D for all aeBr with ||α]| = l . This
property, too, is invariant with respect to all topologically equivalent
norms.

(c) The Kontinuitdtssatz 6.8 holds for D.

6.11. We add : D is convex if and only if the intersection of D
with any finite dimensional (two dimensional) linear submanifold of Br

is convex. This is obvious. We note further that most of the theorems
and analogies to complex convexity which for the finite dimensional case
are explicated in [8] are true for the infinite dimensional case also. The
reader will find it very easy to carry out the proofs himself.

7 Tube domains.

7.1. Let Bτ be a real Banach space. Then we can define a complex
Banach space by considering pairs of elements of Br:

Bc={xy y} , xeBr , yeBr ,

and by defining for complex scalars λ=σ+iτ the multiplication

λ(x, y) = (σχ — Ty

As usual, we will write (x, y)=x + iy. If | | | | r is the norm defined in
Br, then one defines

and one easily checks that the axioms are satisfied.

7.2. DEFINITION. Let Bc be a complex vector space and Bx and
By its " rea l " and "imaginary" components. Then a tube domain is a
domain that has the form

Tz={z\z=x + iy, xeX, yeBy} ,

where X is a domain in Bx called the basis of TΣ. (The notion of tube

domain was introduced in the finite dimensional case by Bochner-Martin

[6].)

7.3. Any functional f(z) holomorphic in a tube domain Tx is deter-
mined throughout Tx already by its values in the basis X of Tx.

Proof. Let us consider the analytic plane passing through the two
points
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z1=x0 and z.z-=xϋ + iy0 , xQeX, y0 arbitrary.

The parameter representation is

z^z^λ'(z2 — z1)=x0-hiλ'yQ=xQ-hλy0 .

Its intersection with the Bx is

This is a straight line passing through x0. On the intersection of this
straight line with X the values of f(z) are prescribed. Then f(z) is
determined on the whole plane strip

] /y I /y /γ» I Int <^& (>y* Λ— )ll \ C ~X X

|/O\/O *VQ ~T~ Λt/o> <->&• \«^0 ' Λ ί / 0 / c -^* j

by a classical theorem on functions of one complex variable.
The union of the analytic planes considered contains the whole tube

Tx, hence we conclude that f{z) is determined throughout Tx.

7.4. An upper semi-continuous functional V(z) defined in a tube
domain Tx that does not depend upon the imaginary part of z is a pluri-
subharmonic functional in Tx if and only if its restriction to the basis
X is a convex functional in X.

Proof. Let V(z) be plurisubharmonic. Then V(z) is subharmonic
on every analytic plane {z\z=zo+λa}. Then the Laplacian

λ = 0dλdλ

for every aeBc and zoeTx. (Taken in the sense of L. Schwartz.)
Let λ=a-\-iτ and a=c-\-id. Then

Now if V(z) does not depend upon y, then

Hence

For =0 it

dλdλ

follows

λa)

that

d2V(x0-σc)
dσ2

> 0
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and letting c=0 we obtain

This means however that V(x) is a convex function in X.
On the other hand, if V(x) is convex, then

^ 0 and
<x = 0

for every c, deBr, xoeX, and therefore

for every aeBc and zoeTx. Hence V(z) is subharmonic on every analytic
plane. V(z) is by assumption upper semi-continuous. Hence V(z) is
plurisubharmonic.

7.5. A tube domain Tx is pseudo-convex if and only if its basis X
is convex.

COROLLARY. A tube domain is pseudo-convex if and only if it is
convex.

Let Tx be pseudo-convex. Then — logdc?^(z) is plurisubharmonic and

it does not depend upon the imaginary part y. Then norm N generates
a norm N' in Bxy and the restriction of ~\ogdψ^(z) to X is equal to

— \ogdψ'\x). Hence — \ogdψ'\x) is convex, hence the domain X is
convex by Theorem 6.10. And passing through the conclusions in the
reverse direction we conclude conversely if X is convex, then Tx is
pseudo-convex.

Obviously Tx is convex if and only if X is convex. Hence follows
the corollary.

7.6. It can be shown that all holomorphic functionals can be con-
tinued into the "pseudo-convex envelope." In the case of our tube
domain Tx the pseudo-convex envelope is that tube that has the convex
envelope of X as its base.

This, however, we will study in a further paper.
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